We present a preliminary attempt at applying an Allometric Trophic Network (ATN) model to single-season population data from agricultural fields. We describe the population dynamics of Rhopalosiphum padi, an aphid pest species, using predator-prey interactions that depend on the relative body masses of species in the food web. Using simple statistical assumptions, we formulate an inverse problem on the ATN model to be solved using field data. Although initial treatment of the inverse problem yielded mixed results across data sets, we identify aspects of the statistical and mathematical models that must be reformulated in future attempts at parameter estimation for the allometric food web model.
Introduction
Against a backdrop of worldwide biodiversity decline, the growing awareness of our societal reliance on ecosystem services creates a need to understand how the provisioning of these services depends on biodiversity [12, 37] . Biodiversity (i.e., organisms) perform ecosystem functions. A subset of these functions are beneficial to humans and these are defined as ecosystem services [3] . Ecosystem services can be defined as final; these are the services we benefit from directly and include crop yields for food, fibre and bioenergy, wild fish and berries [4] . The final services are underpinned by intermediate services such as control of crop pests via predation by their natural enemies, crop pollination and nutrient cycling [4] . To conserve and manage ecosystem services we need to better understand how biodiversity and ecosystem services are linked [12] .
From the recent decades of research in the fields of biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF) and biodiversity-ecosystem services (BES), we have learned that both functioning and service provisioning generally exhibit a positive, but saturating, relationship to diversity most often defined as the number of species in the community [12] . However, we have also learned that this is not always the case [22] , and that we lack the mechanistic understanding of these relationships to predict when biodiversity will increase functioning and service provisioning, and when it will not. Furthermore, there is also uncertainty as to whether the positive BEF and BES relationship will hold up even as a general rule in a multi-trophic context, as our current understanding of these relationships is based almost exclusively on studies of single trophic levels (i.e., primary producers)(see [19] ). A case in point is the ecosystem service of biological control of insect pests in agricultural crops, underpinned by the function of predation performed by the pest's natural enemies. Biological control inherently involves multiple trophic levels, and the effect of biodiversity on this ecosystem service is quite variable; both positive and negative relationships occur frequently ( [12] and references therein).
Biological control is a valuable ecosystem service; the insect-provided biocontrol services in the US alone are estimated to US 4.5 billion dollars annually [32] . But conventional farming often undercuts its potential through practices equally detrimental to the target pest as to its enemies [46, 48, 49, 51] . There is therefore substantial societal interest in shaping agro-ecosystems so as to better support this service [10, 41, 50] . But our lack of mechanistic understanding of biological control in the field, and the predation that underpins it, makes this quite challenging. What we do know is that there are several, and sometimes opposing, mechanisms through which biodiversity can affect the level of biological control [12, 19, 31] . Complementarity and facilitation among predators will increase functioning and service levels with biodiversity, while competition and intra-guild predation will have the opposite effect. We are, however, not in a position where for a given predator-prey community we can predict which processes will dominate, and hence what the effect of biodiversity on biological control will be [12] .
There have been several calls for an integration of food web ecology into BEF and BES research, to better address questions regarding the functioning and service provisioning in a multi-trophic context [12, 19] . As food web ecology is concerned with the feeding interactions between predators and their prey, it naturally lends itself to the study of biological control, or any other ecosystem service dependent on trophic interactions. Empirically mapping the feeding interactions and prey preferences within a biological control community can, for example, yield information on predator complementarity and the prevalence of intra-guild predation [39, 40] . We know these have consequences for the effect of biodiversity on biological control [12] . Furthermore, through the use of dynamical food web models (i.e., models of multi-species predator-prey population dynamics) the interplay between such opposing mechanisms could be investigated, and a more mechanistic understanding of the relation between biodiversity and the level of biological control could be gained. Ultimately, empirically informed dynamical food web models could become valuable tools for making quantitative predictions of biological control.
For dynamical food web models to fully achieve their potential, their usefulness in a real-world setting must be established. Dynamical food web modeling has long stayed within the realm of theoretical ecology, often applied to classical questions about the stability of ecosystems [11] . Mostly they have been used to model a kind of idealized ecosystem, the results from which are assumed to be generally applicable. It is only recently, thanks to the advent of allometric (i.e., body-size based) parameterizations, that dynamical food web models have been successfully applied to model the real dynamics of specific ecosystems, such as the plankton community of Lake Constance, or experimental predator-prey microcosms [9, 26, 44] . The goal of these studies has been two-fold; by attempting to replicate observed population dynamics with a mechanistic model, the model can be validated at the same time as insight can be gained into the mechanisms governing the real population dynamics and the variation the model fails to capture may lead us to perceive additional mechanisms governing the real population dynamics. For example, the successful attempt to replicate the plankton dynamics of Lake Constance, highlighted the importance of the detrital loop and prey resistance for this specific system, while simultaneously demonstrating the usefulness of dynamical food web models in real-life applications [9] .
So far, the attempts to model empirically observed food web dynamics have been very few, and have mostly been constrained to the highly controlled environment of a microcosm [26, 44] . In the one pioneering attempt to model the population dynamics of a natural food web, the observed dynamics were not for one specific year but an average across 10 years, in order to focus on general ecological processes rather than specific events (e.g., the year-specific weather) [9] . However, in order for dynamical food web modeling to become useful as a predictive tool for ecosystem services such as biological pest control, we need to quantitatively model and predict dynamics of predator prey dynamics under a range of conditions.
Here, we take a first step towards this goal: we attempt to replicate the observed population dynamics of an herbivorous pest species, subjected to predation from natural enemies, in 10 Swedish spring barley fields in 2011. The study system includes the focal pest species, the bird-cherry oat aphid (Rhopalosiphum padi ), a variety of its natural enemies, i.e., spiders, carabids and coccinellids, and their alternative prey, e.g., thrips, collembolans and earthworms. We use a rather unique dataset, which includes the species composition of this biological control system, its food web structure and the population trajectories for the 1-2 month period in spring, when the aphid is in the crop. We use an empirically and allometrically parameterized model for the population dynamics [26, 44] , and apply inverse problem techniques to fit the observed and model predicted population trajectories. In doing so, we test whether the population dynamics of an herbivorous pest species can be explained by the biological control exerted by its natural enemies, and simultaneously whether such a simple food web model is sufficiently realistic to capture specific population dynamics under field conditions. The work presented here is the first step in an iterative modelling process [7] , in which our first attempts with the inverse problems inform our future efforts in describing the system of interest. These inverse problems are simply an attempt to minimize the distance between real observations and the proposed dynamics that model our system. In carrying out the inverse problems, we arrive at a set of parameters for a mathematical model (in this case, the ATN model) that allow us to best-fit the observed data. However, the first attempt to solve an inverse problem naturally invites us to question the accuracy of the data, including the properties its observation errors might possess, as well as how much information about our system could be possibly represented in a given data set. In evaluating the performance of the inverse problems, we often find that the mathematical and/or statistical models require reformulation. Thus we usually must statistically address the nuances of inherent errors in data collection. Arriving at these statistical and mathematical model reformulations yields new inverse problems to solve, and so we repeat the modelling process until a sufficient theoretical framework has been developed to compare with experimental data. In this way, the inverse problems represent an experiment in themselves; we have hypothesized a mathematical and a statistical model and seek to investigate their validity and shortcomings within the context of our study system.
Model and Data
In the following sections, we explain in detail the data collection and necessary data transformations, the mathematical model and its parameters, as well as the procedures involved in solving the inverse problem. Here, we briefly summarize the role of each of these components. The food web details the predator-prey interactions, as well as the taxonomic resolution of the mathematical model. The mathematical model (i.e., the ATN model) describes how the aphid population density develops over time, as a function of a temperature dependent intrinsic rate of increase and predation from the natural enemies. The empirically observed population densities of natural enemies and alternative prey, together with their body masses, determine the strength of the predation. The empirically observed aphid population density is what the mathematical model should replicate, and we will employ inverse problem techniques to find the parameter values that optimize the mathematical model fit to this data. This optimization is described in terms of a cost function, which in turn is dictated by a choice of the statistical model. Prior to the optimization steps, a sensitivity analysis is performed to investigate which of the parameters to be estimated affect most the behaviour of the mathematical model.
Study system
The original purpose of the data collection was to study the biological control of aphids by natural enemies in spring barley fields. The study focused on the bird cherry-oat aphid, Rhopalosiphum padi, a set of aphid predators (carabid and coccinellid beetles, and spiders), and a set of alternative prey (thrips, dipterans, collembolans, and earthworms) for these predators (see section 2.2 below for more detail). For these taxa, data on abundance and feeding interactions were collected during 6 weeks from late May to early July, 2011, which correspond to the time period when the bird cherry-oat aphid is producing damage to the crop. There are samples from 10 spring barley fields in the province of Uppland, Sweden; five fields each of conventional and organic agriculture. The sampling design is paired, and the two fields in each conventional-organic pair are at most 1-2 kilometers apart. However, there was no significant effect of the management style on the biological control of the aphids [39] , and therefore we do not consider this aspect here.
Food web structure
Each node in the food web corresponds to a taxonomic entity (e.g., species, genus, family, or order), and the links represent feeding interactions between these nodes. The food web was constructed using molecular gut content analysis (MGCA) of the predators. The predators were sampled in each field, using dry pitfall traps open for 24 hours on four sampling occasions (twice early in the season and twice late). The collected predators were identified to species and subjected to whole-body DNA extraction. Finally, the predators were screened for DNA of any of the prey categories (i.e., the food web nodes) using diagnostic multiplex PCR assays. Thus, the taxonomic resolution of the food web was determined by the resolution of the prey categories used in the MGCA. For a full description of i) the sampling procedure, see [42] , and ii) the MGCA, see [47] .
We used the MGCA data from all fields and the entire season to construct a binary food web. All observed feeding events are represented by a link, regardless of the frequency of observation. We also pool the data across space and time, and so the resulting food web should be interpreted as showing the potential feeding interations between nodes. The per capita interaction strengths are based on predator-prey body mass rather than observation frequency; see the model equations given below in Section 2.3.
There are certain types of links that cannot be detected by the MGCA. Cannibalism cannot be detected, as the MGCA cannot discriminate between the DNA of the predator individual and con-specific DNA in its gut. Similarly, the prey category "Other Carabid" cannot be detected in the carabid nodes (Bembidion, Harpalus, Poecilus, and Pterostichus), and the prey category "Other Spider" cannot be detected in the spider nodes (Linyphiidae, Lycosidae, and Tetragnathidae). Additionally, the nodes Tetragnathidae and Other Spider were not analyzed as predators in the MGCA. The results of the MGCA are given in Table 1 .
To complete the results from the MGCA for model specification, we made the following assumptions. We added cannibalistic links for all predators, as such behavior is known to occur within these groups [1, 16, 23] . Since the carabid and spider taxa are generalist predators, we assumed that all the carabids feed on the Other Carabid category, and that all the spiders feed on the Other Spider category. Since the taxa in nodes Tetragnathidae and Other Spider are known to be predators, we added prey based on their similarities to the other two spider nodes in the food web; Tetragnathidae was given the same set of prey as the Linyphiidae, and the Other Spider node was given the same set of prey as the Lycosidae. The resulting food web structure is shown in Table  2 . 
Consumer

Aphid
Allometric Trophic Network (ATN) model
The aphid (R. padi ) population density N 1 (t) [ind 1 m −2 ] is modelled dynamically using the ATN model [44] 
with initial condition N 0 1 . For all j = 1, the population density N j [ind j m −2 ] is obtained from experimental data (see 2.5 for details).
Here, r(T ) i ] is the handling time for one individual of predator j to handle one individual of prey i. C 1 is the set of nodes that predate on the aphid, and R j is the set of nodes that are prey to predator j.
The constant parameters a ij , h ij and c j are body-size dependent, and are parameterized using the following allometric relationships [44] :
Here, W i [mg ind 
Temperature-dependent growth and temperature data
The intrinsic growth rate, r, of the aphids was modeled as a linear function of the field temperatures, T (t):
The function T → r(T ) depicted in Figure 1 was determined using a linear regression of data on the intrinsic rate of increase of aphids R. padi kept at different temperatures (10-30°C) in the laboratory setting [18] . For the regression we further assumed that the intrinsic rate of increase is 0 at 3°C.
Temperatures were recorded in each of the fields every 15 minutes (every 30 minutes in field SC) using temperature loggers. The temperature logger in field OO disappeared; for this field we used the temperature data from field OC. As the growth rate function is based on data from aphids kept at constant temperatures, and we do not expect this growth rate function to instantaneously map to the temperature, we find it most appropriate to use 24 hour averages of the temperature. For use in our model, the daily averages from each field are linearly interpolated as depicted in Figure 2 . 
Population densities
Abundance data were collected using different techniques and frequency for aphids, other plant-dwelling arthropods, soil organisms, and ground-dwelling predators. For use in the population model, the abundance data were converted to population densities [individuals/m 2 ]. The conversion depends on the technique with which the node was sampled.
Aphids (R. padi ) were sampled 5-6 times in each field, about once a week, during the 6 week long study period. At each field and time, aphids were counted on 100 barley tillers (except at time 3 in field JC: 65 tillers) by randomly choosing 10 batches of 10 consecutive tillers. All batches were ≥ 10m from the field border. To convert the abundance to density N , we used N s = A s B, where A s is the abundance [aphids/tiller] at sampling occasion s, and B is the barley tiller density [tillers/m 2 ]. We used B = 411 [42] .
In some fields, the initial aphid density was zero, which precludes aphid growth in the dynamical model. We shifted the aphid density time series by adding the minimum detectable density to all aphid density data points. We think that during early stages of colonization, detection of such a low level immigrant abundance is not surprising (observation error, and immigration is a continuous process while we're sampling in discrete time) so we adjusted/seeded it with the min detectable density. We defined the minimum detectable density as 4.1[aphids/m 2 ] (i.e., a single aphid across the 100 tillers). In addition to being shifted, the aphid time series were also truncated. The growth rate of the aphids depends not only on the temperature, but also on the maturation stage of the crop [30] . Here, we have simplified this relationship by assuming the growth rate is not affected until a critical crop maturation stage is reached, after which the growth rate plummets. From this point forward our model cannot be expected to capture the aphid dynamics. To carry out the inverse problems, we therefore truncated the aphid time series by excluding data points after the date the critical crop maturation stage was reached. The crop maturation stage of each field was estimated weekly, by classing 20 barley plants according to the BBCH-scale for cereals. The fields were defined as having reached the critical stage when at least 25% of the plants had reached stage 50 or higher [30] .
Other plant-dwelling arthropods (Thrips, Diptera, and Coccinella) were sampled 2-4 times during the study period, with 1-4 weeks between sampling occasions. At each field and time, these arthropds were collected in 50 sweeps with a sweepnet. We converted to density N (t) with the relationship N i,s = A i,s /a n , where A i,s is the total number of individuals of taxon i collected at sampling occasion s with the n sweeps, and a n is the area covered by the n sweeps. We calculate a n as
where n is the number of sweeps, f c is the fraction of a circle that a sweep constitutes, L a is the length of the arm of the person doing the sampling, L h is the length of the sweepnet handle, f h is a factor taking into account the effective reduction of the sweep circle diameter caused by the handle being held at some angle towards the ground and at some length in on the handle, and d net is the diameter of the net itself. Here, we used n = 50, f c = 0.29 (estimating forehand and backhand sweep to 1/3 and 1/4 of a circle, respectively), Ground-dwelling predators (Bembidion, Harpalus, Poecilus, Pterostichus, Other Carabid, Linyphiidae, Lycosidae, Tetragnathidae, and Other Spider) were sampled using wet pitfall traps (6 traps/field). The traps were left open for the entire study period, and emptied 5 times (approximately once a week). For the ground-dwelling predators, sampled with pitfall traps, the conversion to population densities involved first correcting for body-mass bias in the pitfall catches, and then converting the corrected catch to density.
There is a known size-bias in abundance data obtained through pitfall catches [2] . Although allometric theory predicts a negative We assume that abundance datañ j i , obtained at time t j for the i th species, should follow the allometric relationship
for m i the species body mass and M the average body mass over all species. Using a log-linear regression over all species i and times t j , we obtain a fit to data that does not follow the − 3 4 law, given byñ
Here, j i is the error in abundance observation and C, f are constants obtained by regression on the data. We use the constant C and errors j i to obtain the "unbiased" abundances n j i that follow the − 3 4 relationship,
After we obtain the unbiased abundance data, we convert to a density by, for each field and sampling occasion, calculating the average daily catch (i.e., the total catch divided by the number of days since the trap was last emptied), and assuming that each day the trap catches individuals from an area of π1.5 2 m 2 [54] .
The composition of the predator community differs substantially between fields, both in terms of how evenly the biomass is distributed across the consumer nodes and in terms of the identity of the dominating node. There seems to be a spatial correlation, giving similar compositions within each conventional-organic field pair. The fields also differ in their body mass distribution, as seen in Figure 35 . Although all fields exhibit long tails, with large predators having low biomass, there is variation both with regards to which body mass is dominating the biomass abundance, and how strongly so.
Body masses
The calculation of node body mass depends on the taxonomic resolution in the abundance data. If the resolution of the abundance data is the same as that of the node (i.e., nodes Aphid, Thrips, and Earthworm), the node is assigned a body mass which does not vary across fields. However, if the resolution of the abundance data is higher than that of the node (i.e., all the predator nodes, Collembola, and Diptera), the assigned body mass will vary across fields, as the species composition of a node is unique to the field in which the abundance data was collected. In these cases, we take a weighted average of the constituting species' body masses to compute the effective mass of the node. The weight given to each species' mass is the species' relative contribution to node abundance over the entire season. That is, for a node with m constituting species and s population samples, the effective mass W of the node is
, for w i the body mass of the i th species and n j i the numerical abundance of the i th species at observation j. For nodes observed with pitfall traps, we use the unbiased abundance data. The node body masses used in the simulations are given in Table 3 Table 3 : Node body mass in milligram fresh weight. For nodes with field-specific body mass, the range across fields is given.
For node Aphid we used the adult body mass of asexually reproducing individuals of R. padi reported in [13] .
For node Thrips (Thysanoptera), the species composition is unknown and we therefore assumed that the node is composed in equal parts of four species common in spring barley in Sweden: Limothrips denticornis, Thrips augusticeps, Frankliniella tenuicornis, and Anaphotrips obscurus. Body lengths of these species found in [29] were converted to dry weight using a length-weight relationship for Thysanoptera [24] . Dry weight was converted to fresh weight using a factor 2.3 (see calculation of carabid body mass below).
The Diptera were determined to family or suborder: Syrphidae, other Brachycera, and Nematocera. We assumed the following body lengths: Syrphidae 10 mm [14] , other Brachycera 10 mm and Nematocera 12 mm [24] . Dry weight was calculated from lengthweight relationships given in [24] and converted to fresh weight using the factor 2.3.
The Collembola were determined to order: Arthropleona and Symphypleona. To calculate the body mass of these groups, we used data on species composition and body length from barley fields in the province of Västergötland, Sweden (Laura Riggi, unpublished data). Dry weight was caluclated from length-weight relationships for collembolan families in [38] , and converted to fresh weight using the factor 2.3.
The node Earthworm (Lumbricidae) was assigned a body mass corresponding to the average (across species and three years) fresh weight of individuals in the earthworm community of a winter cereal field on Ireland [17] .
The coccinellids were not categorized by species but by developmental stage: adults, and larvae. We calculate adult coccinellid body mass as the average of two species common in Swedish barley fields: one large species, Coccinella septempunctata, and one small, Propylea quatuordecimpunctata. The body mass of each species was averaged across multiple sources: [26] (fresh weight), APPEAL (Kerstin Reifenrath, unpublished data) and [25] (dry weights converted to fresh weight by the factor 2.3). Larval weight was assumed to be 21% of adult body mass, based on observed adult-larvae body mass ratio (Kerstin Reifenrath, personal communication).
Carabids (nodes Bembidion, Harpalus, Poecilus, Pterostichus and Other Carabid) were determined to species. We converted carabid body lengths [21] [53, and references therein] to dry weight using a length-weight relationship for Carabidae [28] . Dry weights were converted to fresh weight using a factor of 2.3, which is the fresh-to-dry-weight ratio between the weights from the length-dry weight and length-fresh weight relationships for carabids in [43] .
Spiders (nodes Linyphiidae, Lycosidae, Tetragnathidae and Other Spider) were determined to species if adult, and to genus or family if subadult or juvenile. Body lengths were taken from [33] [34] [35] [36] . Juveniles were assumed to be 25% the size of adults and subadualts were assumed to have the same size as adults (Gerard Malsher, personal communcation). Body lengths were converted to fresh weights using family-specific length-weight relationships [20] . For the few species belonging to families not covered by [20] , we used a general length-weight relationship for spiders from the same paper.
3 Inverse Problems
Ordinary Least Squares
Given the dynamical system (1) from section 2.3
with unknown parameters q = [a 0 , R opt , φ, h 0 , c 0 , N 0 1 ], we assume that we have observations of the form N
That is, we assume an absolute error statistical model for the observations. Here, f (t, q) = N 1 (t, q) is the solution of the dynamical system (1) and we assume there is some nominal parameter set q 0 that describes our system, with observation errors j . We assume that the j are constant over longitudinal data. Then the ordinary least squares (OLS) is an appropriate cost criteria [7, 8] to use for solution to the inverse problems given by
For each field, we have data {n j 1 }, and so the realization of the OLS solution iŝ
We seek the OLS realizations that minimize the cost functional in MATLAB, using the minimizer lsqnonlin and stiff ODE solver ode23s. As initial parameter guess we use the values found in [26] , but rescaled to our spatiotemporal scale (see 2.3 for units):
[a 0 = 0.31, R opt = 128, φ = 0.9744, h 0 = 0.08, c 0 = 0.21], and for the initial density, N 0 1 , we use the first aphid data point.
In this preliminary proof-of-concept presentation of a modeling approach to foodwebs, we have chosen to use a least squares cost formulation which is equivalent to tacitly assuming that the measurement or observation error (i.e., the error in the statistical model) is absolute error [7, 8] . In future efforts we plan to further investigate the statistical processes involved in collection of abundance data in typical food web studies. This of course is necessary before any uncertainty investigations (e.g., parameter uncertainty bounds) can be attempted since uncertainty bounds depend (in either a frequentist or Bayesian treatment) [7, 45] on the statistical form of the observation process. Moreover, the information content aspects of data sets for these problems depend on the correctness of both the mathematical and statistical models [7] in order to pursue such investigations [5, 6] .
Sensitivity Analysis
It is of interest to determine the parameters which we can best estimate in the inverse problem, especially with the sparse data we are using. The sensitivity to parameters S = ∂N 1 ∂q is described by the sensitivity equations,
where S(0) = 0. We can analytically compute the partial derivatives,
where we calculate
∂q for c 0 , h 0 , and q a = a 0 , φ, R opt to be
For each parameter we have the following derivatives:
and so the solutions to the sensitivity equations can be readily obtained in MATLAB, also using the stiff ODE solver ode23s. These are plotted in the Results section below.
Results
Empirical patterns
Before the critical plant maturation stage, the observed aphid population trajectories follow two general patterns, which we will later show have a bearing on how well the model succeeds in replicating the data. In one set of fields (MC: Fig. 12 , MO: Fig. 14 , OC: Fig. 16 , and SO: Fig. 22 ) the aphid population shows an unceasing increase over time. In the remaining fields, the aphid population experiences one or more population crashes, after which the population recovers. The initial population increase observed in some fields is so sharp as to warrant an examination of whether the population growth implied by the data is ecologically reasonable. To this purpose we applied a purely exponential single-species model,
This subset of the full model uses the same intrinsic rate of increase, r(T ), and the same starting density, N 0 1 . From the comparison between the single-species model and the data, we can conclude that the in-field aphid population increase generally matches, or is slower, than expected from the exponential growth (Figs. 4, 6, ..., 22) . Thus, in general the observed population increases are within ecologically reasonable limits. The only exception is the field JC. There could be several reasons for this; the intrinsic rate of increase is underestimated, there is substantial immigration, or sampling error (i.e., underestimation of the early population size, and/or overestimation of the peak population size).
The intrinsic rate of increase r(T ) we use here is measured under lab conditions. Thus, given the ideal, stable environment under which it was estimated, it is unlikely it should be an underestimation of the rate of increase under field conditions. If anything, we might expect the contrary. However, if the lab estimation of the rate of increase were not at all valid for field conditions, we would have expected the single-species model to consistently overshoot (or, if less likely, undershoot) the initial data trajectories. As this is not the case, we suggest that the lab estimation of the intrinsic rate of increase, is valid as a general approximation of the in-field rate.
All aphid populations are started by winged individuals immigrating into the barley fields. Here, we have made the simplifying assumption that the immigration phase is not overlapping with the population growth phase. Large violations of this assumption could lead to several problems, e.g., making the conclusions above about the intrinsic rate of increase erronous, and underestimation of the predation pressure in the full model. However, the very low proportions of winged individuals except for the first timestep (Fig. 3) , leads to the conclusion that our assumption is not violated, and that the exclusion of immigration from the model formulation is justified. With regard to the field JC, in which the observed population trajectory overshoots the single-species model, the complete absence of winged individuals at the population peak makes immigration unlikely as the major driver of it.
Another possibility for the surprising model undershoot in field JC, is that the data is incorrect. The spatial distributon of aphids in a field is patchy; this makes population density estimates more difficult than if the spatial distribution had been homogenous, and particularly so at low population densities. This means that, despite the larger error bars for high population densities, the lower population estimates are likely fraught with a larger uncertainty. But for field JC, a tenfold underestimation of the actual density at the preceding time point would have been required for the peak to have been achieved without immigration and with the lab estimated rate of increase; such a large underestimation of the density is unlikely.
All in all, we conclude that the exclusion of immigration from the model is not a problem, and that the lab estimated rate of increase is a reasonable approximation under field conditions. With regard to field JC, it does not seem likely that any of the above factors alone drives the model undershoot; but neither can we with certainty rule out any factor completely. 
Results of the Inverse Problem and Sensitivity Analysis
The results of the OLS minimization for each of the 10 fields are given in Table 4 .2. We rank the fields in decreasing size of the adjusted coefficient of determination,R 2 , [27, p.226] which is given bȳ
wheren 1 is the mean of the aphid population data and p = 6 is the number of estimated parameters. Note that in Fields JC, MO, and SO, we have R OP T < 1. Since R OP T is the optimal predator-prey body mass ratio, we would not expect these values to fall below one. Additionally, in field OO, the least squares solution takes φ = 0 and in fields JC and KO the estimated value of φ is close to 0. This results in a reduction of the ATN model to a case where every predator attack is successful and increases the success rate for prey with a size not equal to the optimal mass. In field OO, the least squares solution takes h 0 = 0 and in fields KC and MC the estimated value of h 0 is close to 0. This yields a model that does not account for the time predators spend consuming non-aphid prey and a linear functional response. This means that no saturation of predation force occurs at high prey densities and that abundance of alternative prey has no effect on the predation rate on the aphids. Because these parameters must be close to zero to generate aphid dynamics that are non-exponential, we conclude that the model does not currently have sufficient aphid mortality to match the slow growth rate of the population seen in the data. The other OLS parameter values fall within physically reasonable ranges. Table 4 : Realizations of the OLS minimization for all 10 fields of data.
Field
In Figures 4 to 23 , we plot the OLS solution to the inverse problem as well as the solutions to the sensitivity equations for each field. When plotting aphid population dynamics, we indicate the solution to the inverse problem with a solid line. We plot with a dashed line the forward solution of the purely exponential population model discussed in Section 4.1. We note that in several of the fields (with the exception of fields JC, KO, MC, and OO in Figures 4, 10, 12 , and 18 respectively), the solution to the inverse problem also appears exponential in nature, although with a slower growth rate than when predation is ignored.
In fields where the aphid population increases in time (fields MO and SO) or has population crashes on a sufficiently low scale to possibly be an artifact of measurement error (fields JO and KC), the OLS solution often underestimates the aphid population at early times and more closely follows the latest data point. This behaviour is likely driven by the choice of an OLS formulation for the inverse problem. Because we minimize absolute error and the population grows exponentially, the solution stays close to the high final data points and is not greatly penalized for undershooting the intermediate data points. However, the growth rate is lower than indicated in the majority of the data.
The model does not perform well in the fields with large population crashes. In fields OC, OO, and SC (Figures 16, 18, and 20) , the aphid population suffers one crash late in the season, and the OLS solution misses most of the data by running through the middle of the population levels. When an intermediate data point gives higher population data (such as fields JO and KO), the OLS solution does not increase to match the high value. For most parameter sets, if the model attained a high value at an intermediate data point, it is likely the strong exponential part of the model would have caused the model trajectory to overshoot the final data point, causing a very large absolute error. Because of this, the OLS solution fits the majority of the data, ignoring the early peak in the aphid population. In field JC (Figure 4) , the aphid population crashes in both the early and late parts of the season, and the OLS solution exhibits both of the aforementioned behaviors, ignoring the early aphid peak and running through the middle of the remaining population levels.
The success of the model to replicate the aphid dynamics thus varies substantially. The main failure of the model is that it cannot produce the aphid declines we see in several of the fields; clearly, the model lacks some critical process which can induce substantial but time limited mortality. The purely body-size-based predation of the ATN model cannot reproduce this pattern, at least given the observed predator densities.
Comparing the single species model to the ATN model, does however show that predation can explain a large share of the aphid mortality; in the absence of predation, the aphid numbers soar to unrealistic heights. However, as the predation is the only possible source of mortality in the current model formulation, the optimization process involved in the inverse problem will strive to attribute as much mortality as possible to the predation. Therefore, we cannot conclude that body-size-based predation really accounts for this large a share of the aphid mortality, but we can conclude that it has the potential to do so.
We further note that the solutions to the sensitivity equations vary between fields. This is first a result of the sensitivity equations being a local analysis, and so the sensitivity of the aphid population to each parameter is only given at the parameter values obtained from the OLS procedure. However, even if the same set of parameters is used in each field, the solutions to the sensitivity equations will vary between fields. In fact, the parameter set which minimizes the OLS cost for one field can result in an intractable system for ode23s to solve in a different field. The input of population densities for all non-aphid nodes changes between fields, which has a significant effect on population dynamics. The interactions in the ATN model also depend on the body mass of each node, which is calculated using population data unique to each field. In general, we find that the aphid population is least sensitive to parameter R opt and initial population N 1 0 . The aphid population is generally most sensitive to φ and h 0 , but sensitivity to a 0 and c 0 varies across fields. 
Discussion
In the report we take on the challenge of parameterizing food web models for natural predator-prey communities. As a proof-of-concept effort, we wanted to test if relevant inverse problems can be used to determine the model constants needed for the allometric parameterization of the ATN model. We also wanted to test if the parameterized model could replicate the observed aphid population development, simply as a function of temperature and body-size-based predation. We conclude that an inverse problem approach can be used for the estimation of the allometric constants, and, most importantly, that the solution of the inverse problem converges to parameter values for the constants that are within ecologically reasonable bounds. However the resulting model does not always capture the aphid dynamics well; it performs best in a few cases with relatively smooth population increase. It is clear that some important mechanisms, such as an additional mortality factor, is missing from the model. That the model is incomplete also means that the parameter values produced by the inverse problems could be incorrect.
Our results illustrate the iterative process of an inverse problem approach to mechanistic modeling that essentially embodies the scientific method of formulating, testing, and re-formulating hypotheses. In the inverse problem, the mathematical model is the hypothesis. Thus, we here put forth the hypothesis that the dynamics of bird-cherry oat aphid in Swedish barley fields is driven by temperature and body-size-based predation. The hypothesis was not completely correct, and we now need to re-formulate the hypothesised mechanisms. But the iterative process of the inverse problem does not only relate to the mathematical model; it also relates to the proposed statistical model, and the data itself. In a first attempt of solving an inverse problem, a statistical model must be assumed and evaluated, as must the sufficiency of the data set. Thus, the steps of the iterative process may involve not only updating the mathematical model but also the statistical model, as well as collecting additional data using an updated sampling procedure. In our case, all of these aspects need be addressed.
From carrying out the inverse problems, we learned that we are missing an important cause of aphid mortality. But the cause of that mortality, and how the model should be reformulated, is something that must be based on ecological pre-knowledge or observation. We suspect a larger role for abiotic forcing (e.g., precipitation and wind, in addition to temperature) in the rate of increase of the aphids, as well as for the activity of the predators. We also suspect a role for traits other than body-size to influence the predation on the aphids, e.g., a pure body-size-based approach is likely to underestimate predation from coccinellid aphid specialists. Thus for the next step of this iterative process we need to carefully formulate these ideas as hypotheses, resulting in the form of an updated mathematical model. We also need to collect species abundance data in conjunction with weather data at the field scale.
Moreover, in several fields (MC, KO, OO, OC, and JC), under the OLS formulation, the inverse problem results in what is essentially a model reduction, or the finding of parameters on a sufficiently small scale (10 −4 ) that we approach model reduction. These fields, with the exception of OC, are also the fields where the OLS results exhibit non-exponential behavior. There is a possibility that this is a problem caused by attempting to fit a data set lacking sufficient information. However, the results might also be caused by the nominal parameters truly being close to zero, with important implications for the nature of the predation process. This warrants further investigation, and in future treatments of our problem, we can conduct statistical model comparison tests [7, 8] to verify that the parameters frequently taken to model-reducing values (φ and, to a lesser degree, h 0 ) add statistically significant improvement to describing the data. These parameters generally describe important processes, and we need to verify whether or not they improve the mathematical model in the system under study. In future formulations of the inverse problem, we can address the solution's tendency to undershoot early data points and closely track the higher data points late in the season by using a weighted least squares (WLS) or more generally, a generalized least squares (GLS) statistical model [7, 8] , instead of formulating the inverse problem with OLS. The OLS formulation assumes an absolute observation error, which is not necessarily a reasonable assumption for population data. Because we expect that the accuracy of a population count scales with the size of the population monitored, a weighted or generalized least squares formulation of the inverse problem may yield better results. We did not employ a WLS formulation in this first attempt at the inverse problem because our primary motivation was to establish the use of the ATN model and inverse problems when applied to our study system. However, accurately specifying a statistical model is a necessary step in estimating our system parameters; without the correct statistical model, we cannot provide a metric for the uncertainty in our parameter estimation.
Another shortcoming of our current modeling efforts arises from the sparsity of available data. An immediate problem with this sparsity is that it is difficult to discern the nature of statistical error in the data when there are only a few observations to consider. Selection of an appropriate statistical model is conducted through residual analysis, where we verify that the correct statistical model is being used by checking that the residuals from the model fit to data are independently distributed. Without a higher sampling rate, it is difficult to make this conclusion. Additionally, the inverse problem is formulated with the assumption that sufficient data is available to capture the behavior of the system. When data is too sparse, we are not guaranteed convergence of the estimation to the system's true dynamics. We are interested in investigating the accuracy of the inverse problem in the context of the information content available in a data set for our study system. After specifying a statistical model, we can use information content analysis to identify critical time periods for data collection or the necessary number of sampling times in order to estimate the system parameters within a given confidence interval.
Conclusion
By attempting to solve the inverse problem for an allometric trophic network model, we illustrate the potential of this parameter estimation method for ecology. We have gained insights into the mechanisms of aphid population dynamics, and will continue to learn more as we go through the iterative modeling process. After specifying the statistical model and performing information content analysis, we will re-collect weather and species abundance data, re-formulate the mathematical model, and test this new hypothesis. This will allow us to draw stronger conclusions about the allometric approach to model parameterization. If this approach is successful, and after the model formulation and parameter estimates have been validated against independent data, this will also provide us with a model with which we can attempt to make quantitative predictions about the level of biological control of this agricultural pest species. 
